MANY TREASURES GROUP ACTIVITY GUIDELINES

The Many Treasures (MT) Group is made up of all members 65 years and older, regardless of their length of practice, and our long-term goals are for each MT member to:

1. Maintain good health and longevity;
2. Participate freely and joyfully in discussion meetings and other local activities; and
3. Feel that they are in an environment where they can both give and receive support and encouragement.

ACTIVITIES

• Conduct one major activity monthly or bimonthly (an additional activity each month could be possible in areas with a high level of MT participation and membership) at a level most suited for the geography and circumstances of the organization. In most cases, such gatherings would be at the Region or Zone level.
• While we are still doing online activities only, the activity can feature study, experience(s), and Q&A/guidance with an appropriate line leader.

COMMUNICATION

Establish and strengthen communication networks so that MT members can be in frequent touch via phone or online and look after each other in these challenging times, ensuring everyone’s health and safety.

SUPPORTING DISTRICT ACTIVITIES

Fully support their local district and group activities, especially discussion meetings.

WORLD TRIBUNE MONTHLY SERIES

Starting in 2021, World Tribune will carry a monthly series focused on the MT Group. Please be looking forward, and please feel free to submit your wonderful faith experiences for possible publication to the World Tribune via email at wt@sgi-usa.org.